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Designed for quick installation, the LASH 2-piece system reduces costly call backs by ensuring
that the finished floor surface is lippage-free. This time saving system adjusts the height of the
tiles and evenly holds their edges throughout the curing process of the setting material.

LASH was developed out of a need to diminish costly mistakes in high-end installations. It is
the perfect system to use with large-format rectified porcelain, marble and stone where
narrow grout joints are required, or with tiles of different thicknesses.

The LASH system is fast, simple and the most cost effective installation method on the market . 

Worried about lippage? Then LASH-it!
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Cost Effective!
Reusable wedge
reduces the overall
cost of the system

LASH ™ TILE LEVELING
CLIPS AND WEDGES

99720 / 99725

Level!
Patent-
pending
anchor adjusts
to the tiles so
that they
remain level
throughout the
installation

1 2 3
Patent Pending

www.qepbrand.com/lash

Slide two LASH clips under the tile and
into the mortar approximately 2" from each

end of the tile. Place the second tile.

Slide the reusable LASH wedges 
into the clips toLevel, Align, 

Space and Hold the tiles.

Once the mortar sets, simply kick the 
clips, forcing them to snap off at the

specially designed break-points.
Save wedges for future use.

Wedges #99725
Clips #99720
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Adjust!
Small holes in each
side allow mortar
to disperse evenly
to eliminate
potential voids

Hold!
Holds tiles firmly in
place to ensure a
lippage-free surface

Trilingual!
Sold individually in

bags of 96 pieces

Space!
Designed 
to address
variations in 
tile thickness       


